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The observation of coherent quantum effects in photosynthetic light-harvesting complexes prompted the
question whether quantum coherence could be exploited to improve the efficiency in new energy materials.
The detailed characterization of coherent effects relies on sensitive methods such as two-dimensional
electronic spectroscopy (2D-ES). However, the interpretation of the results produced by 2D-ES is
challenging due to the many possible couplings present in complex molecular structures. In this work, we
demonstrate how the laser spectral profile can induce electronic coherencelike signals in monomeric
chromophores, potentially leading to data misinterpretation. We argue that the laser spectrum acts as a
filter for certain coherence pathways and thus propose a general method to differentiate vibrational from
electronic coherences.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.033001

The development of two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2D-ES) enabled photophysical processes to be
resolved with unprecedented temporal and spectral detail.
The extra dimension, given by the excitation frequency
axis, yields 2D spectra where discrimination of specific
features (otherwise overlapped in 1D methods) is now
possible [1]. Consequently, 2D-ES has provided new
insights into topics as diverse as quantum phenomena in
biology [2–4], energy transfer [5,6], singlet fission [7],
nanomaterials [8,9], reaction dynamics [10–12], and many
body effects in coupled quantum wells [13–15]. However,
although 2D-ES greatly facilitates the discrimination of
physical phenomena affecting electronic transitions such as
line-broadening mechanisms, vibrational and electronic
couplings, ambiguities remain in detailed analysis, especially for molecular systems where both vibrational and
electronic couplings may play a role.
The observation of long-lived oscillations in 2D-ES
measurements, assigned to coherent coupling between
electronic transitions, in light harvesting systems sparked
major interest, as it raised questions such as whether
coherent effects could underlie the remarkably high efficiency of energy transfer in photosynthesis [16]. However,
electronic transitions are commonly coupled to molecular
vibrational modes, and vibrational coherences both in the
ground and excited states can be prepared by broadband
pulses, in the same way that a coherent superposition of
different excitonic or electronic states may be prepared
[17]. Recent theoretical and experimental research has
explored the different coherence signatures arising in
2D-ES, but for the most part possible effects from the
laser spectrum have been neglected [18–24].
0031-9007=17=118(3)=033001(6)

In this Letter we study vibrational coherences in a zincporphyrin monomer (where electronic couplings are
absent), and find that the laser spectrum content plays a
crucial role in what is observed. We show that a laser
spectrum with characteristics typical of those generally
used in 2D-ES generates results that mimic the coherent
evolution expected from a purely excitonic coupling
scheme. This result is of critical importance in designing
and interpreting 2D-ES experiments on coupled systems.
We describe the physical origin of these results, and how
such spectral filtering effects can be used in practice as a
general method to unambiguously characterize vibrational
coherences separately from other phenomena.
In order to study purely vibrational coherences in 2D-ES
we chose a 5,15-bisalkynyl zinc porphyrin monomer [25],
the normalized linear absorption of which is shown in Fig. 1.
The lowest electronic transition in porphyrins is to a singlet
state labeled the Q band and here it contains two peaks.
The peak at 15650 cm−1 corresponds to the Qx ð0 − 0Þ band
[26], which is coupled to a zinc-pyrrole vibrational breathing
mode of the porphyrin ring at 375 cm−1 , resulting in a
vibronic shoulder at 16025 cm−1 [31]. The second absorption peak at higher energies ð~ν > 16500 cm−1 Þ includes the
Qy ð0 − 0Þ transition and higher energy vibrational modes
coupled to Qx [32]. Thus, the electronic structure for
ν~ < 16500 cm−1 can be adequately described by a displaced
harmonic oscillator model representing one electronic transition coupled to a single vibrational mode, as shown in
Fig. 2(a).
We performed 2D-ES experiments using a conventional optics based scheme, outlined in the Supplemental
Material [26], and detailed in Ref. [33]. 2D-ES requires
determination of the excitation axis, which is possible by
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FIG. 1. Normalized linear absorption (green) and laser spectra
used in experiments 1 (red) and 2 (blue). The sample was
dissolved in n-pentane with 1 vol % of pyridine to a concentration
of ∼330 μM in a 200 μm path length static cell, corresponding to
an optical density of 0.25 at 15650 cm−1 (639 nm).

experimentally controlling the time delay between the
first and the second field-matter interactions (labeled
τ-the coherence time), the Fourier pair of which is the
excitation wave number ν~ 1. Further, 2D-ES recovers
the full complex-valued third-order polarization
Pð3Þ ð~ν1 ; T; ν~ 3 Þ, which is the convolution of the system’s
third-order response function Sð3Þ ð~ν1 ; T; ν~ 3 Þ with the
electric fields [34], where the resolution of ν~ 1 is defined
only by the τ scanning range, and the temporal resolution
along T (the population time) remains defined by the
pulse duration [35]. As a result, 2D-ES recovers correlation maps between excitation and detection ð~ν1 ; ν~ 3 Þ for
each T. The 2D-ES signal arises from four-wave mixing
pathways, which can be either rephasing (photon echo
signal) or nonrephasing (free induction decay signal)
according to their phase matching, and an equally
weighted sum of both results in Pð3Þ ð~ν1 ; T; ν~ 3 Þ [36,37].
Our experiment recovers complex-valued rephasing and
nonrephasing maps independently [33,38].
In this work we are specifically concerned with fourwave mixing pathways that include vibrational coherences
either in the ground or electronic excited states during T.
For the displaced harmonic oscillator model, considering
only the energy levels explicitly drawn in Fig. 2(a) there are
16 such pathways (Figs. S3–S7 display all [26]) and they
generate oscillatory features in the data as a function of T. It
is known that the phase of the oscillation due to each single
pathway is a function of ð~ν1 ; ν~ 3 Þ, and that interference
between neighboring contributions can generate confounding features, so isolation of as few pathways as
possible is helpful for proper interpretation of the data
[18,38]. To that end, we note that eight of the coherence
pathways are rephasing, while the other eight are nonrephasing. Further, we note that the oscillatory behavior
arises from the systems’ density matrix being in a coherence (such as jg0 ihg1 j or jg1 ihg0 j) during T. The density
matrix is a Hermitian operator, so jg0 ihg1 j ¼ jg1 ihg0 j ,

(b)

FIG. 2. (a) Examples of rephasing (i) and nonrephasing (ii)
pathways with ground state coherences during T. The first arrow
defines ν~ 1 , the dashed arrow is signal emission (~ν3 ), and arrows
connecting jg1 i to je0 i are red. Below, pathway (ii) is drawn in a
displaced harmonic oscillator energy level scheme. (b) Similar to
(a), for an energy level with two electronic excited states. Here,
pathways similar to (i) and (ii) are not possible, but in (a)
pathways like (iii) and (iv) are.

and therefore, if jg0 ihg1 j modulates the third order response
as eþiν0 T , then jg1 ihg0 j will modulate the response as e−iν0 T ,
where ν0 > 0. Consequently, beatings arising from jg0 ihg1 j
and jg1 ihg0 j coherences during T will be observed with
opposite frequency signs when the complex-valued spectra
are Fourier transformed [39]. Thus, we can sort the pathways for each of rephasing and nonrephasing signals
according to ν~ 1 (first arrow), ν~ 3 (dashed arrow), and the
frequency sign during T, obtaining Figs. 3(a) and 3(b).
Significantly, rephasing negative [Fig. 3(a), red symbols]
and nonrephasing positive [Fig. 3(b), green symbols]
frequencies include only two pathways, each forming
two peaks, all corresponding to vibrational coherences in
the electronic excited state [40]. The remaining six pathways for both rephasing and nonrephasing have frequencies with opposite sign and are arranged in four peaks
[Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)].
The first set of measurements was performed using the
laser spectrum displayed in red in Fig. 1. This spectrum fully
covers the lowest peak in the sample’s linear absorption
and also has significant bandwidth towards lower energies.
Our 2D-ES setup allows fast acquisition of complex-valued
rephasing and nonrephasing spectra, enabling us to scan T
from 30 to 1000 fs with time steps of 5 fs, yielding 196
spectra of each type. These maps include not only the
oscillatory pathways discussed above, but also an equal
number of nonoscillatory ones, which are associated with
population dynamics [26]. In order to remove nonoscillatory
amplitude, we stack together 2D-ES maps for all values of T
and globally fit the data with exponential decays, so that the
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FIG. 3. (a) Diagrammatic scheme representing the positions of
the rephasing oscillatory pathways in the ð~ν1 ; ν~ 3 Þ plane. Each
oscillatory pathway is marked with an open geometric figure,
with triangles and squares representing vibrational coherences in
the electronic ground and excited states, respectively. Red and
green symbols represent pathways of negative and positive
frequency, respectively, and the 2D-ES signal from each pathway
is centered on the black circle around them. (b) Same as (a) for
nonrephasing. (c)–(f) Experimentally obtained oscillation amplitude maps for ν~ 2 ¼ −375 cm−1 in rephasing (c) and nonrephasing (d) measurements, and ν~ 2 ¼ þ375 cm−1 in rephasing (e) and
nonrephasing (f) in experiment 1.

residuals from this fit will consist only of the coherent
oscillations [41]. We then perform a Fourier transform of the
complex-valued residuals of rephasing and nonrephasing
signals over T for every ð~ν1 ; ν~ 3 Þ pair, thus recovering
the oscillatory amplitude for any given wave number ν~ 2
within the Nyquist limit. By selecting a specific value of
ν~ 2 , we can plot the corresponding amplitude as a function of
ð~ν1 ; ν~ 3 Þ, which is called an oscillation amplitude map [42].
Because they include only the oscillatory amplitude at the
selected value of ν~ 2 , they are analogous to the schemes in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The experimental oscillation amplitude
maps at ν~ 2 ¼ 375 cm−1 are shown in Figs. 3(c)–3(f).
We observe good agreement between experimental results
and the predictions in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). For example,
Fig. 3(e) has four peaks forming a square approximately in
the positions marked by the green symbols in Fig. 3(a), while
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Fig. 3(c) shows amplitude elongated along the positions
marked by the red symbols in Fig. 3(a). Such agreement
confirms that the experiment is capable of resolving positive
from negative frequencies (see Fig. S15 for typical time
domain data [26]). Even though we maximized the isolation
of pathways, overlap between neighboring contributions in
the ð~ν1 ; ν~ 3 Þ plane remains, leading to the convoluted nature
of the peaks and small shifts from the predicted ð~ν1 ; ν~ 3 Þ
coordinates [38].
These oscillation maps contrast with those expected for
an electronically coupled system with energy levels shown
in Fig. 2(b), in which case the absence of a second energy
level in the ground state significantly reduces the number of
pathways. For instance, coherence pathways analogous to
(iii) and (iv) in Fig. 2(b) are possible in the vibrational case,
but those represented by (i) and (ii) cannot exist in the pure
electronic coupling case, as they require a sublevel in the
ground state [18]. In the electronic case only four coherence
pathways remain, with two oscillatory peaks in the diagonal
in nonrephasing maps, and two in the off-diagonal in
rephasing maps [26]. Thus, the collective presence of
pathways in either this pattern or that from Figs. 3(c)–3(f)
is a good criterion to distinguish purely vibrational from
purely electronic coherences [43].
At this point, we emphasize that there is a significant
difference between the present experiment and the usual
cases in 2D-ES. Here, the molecule’s absorption peak is
sufficiently narrow to be fully covered by the laser
spectrum with substantial bandwidth remaining on the
low energy side. Most systems of interest with absorption
in the visible region possess much broader absorption
peaks, which are challenging to cover even with the
shortest available pulses. Thus, a typical 2D-ES experiment
centers the laser spectrum around the absorption region of
interest, leaving little bandwidth to lower wave numbers
than the pure electronic transition, where there is no
absorption. Since the early days in ultrafast spectroscopy
authors have been aware of potential effects due to the laser
spectrum [44], and seminal 2D-ES studies concluded it
merely acts as a filter on the ν~ 1 and ν~ 3 axes [45,46], which
was experimentally confirmed [21]. However, these studies
focused on 2D-ES maps for a single T, not discussing
coherent signatures. Therefore, we performed a second set
of 2D-ES measurements using the spectrum shown in blue
in Fig. 1, once again selecting only the oscillatory features
at 375 cm−1 using the same procedure as for Fig. 3 [26].
To discuss the results expected for experiment 2, we note
that although the spectrum fully covers the lowest absorption peak, it has almost no amplitude at 15275 cm−1 ,
corresponding to a transition between je0 i and jg1 i [see
Figs. 1 and 2(a)]. It follows that the oscillatory features with
detection at 15275 cm−1 will be suppressed, as the detection axis (~ν3 ) range is defined by the laser spectrum.
Regarding the excitation axis (~ν1 ), it is defined by the first
field-matter interaction, which can only happen at a
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FIG. 5. (a) Oscillation amplitude map at ν~ 2 ¼ 1340 cm−1 .
(b) Real (black) and imaginary (red) rephasing amplitude at ν~ 1 ¼
15650 cm−1 and ν~ 3 ¼ 14310 cm−1 in experiment 1. (c) Power
spectrum of the fit residuals at the same position. The amplitude
at negative frequencies is negligible and the smaller peaks arise
from Raman modes of n-pentane [47].
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Same as Fig. 3 for experiment 2.

frequency that the molecule absorbs. Therefore, because
all absorption is still covered by the laser, there is no effect
on this axis. From these considerations, it is tempting to
merely exclude the peaks detected at 15275 cm−1 from
Fig. 3 and consider the rest will remain unaltered. However,
2D-ES signals arise from three field-matter interactions
before signal emission, and all interactions must be at
frequencies covered by the laser spectrum. This requires the
exclusion of all pathways for which any of the field-matter
interactions take place at a frequency not present in the
laser spectrum. For example, pathways (i) and (ii) shown in
Fig. 2(a) are both suppressed because an intermediate fieldmatter interaction (red arrows) takes place at 15275 cm−1 ,
even though excitation and detection frequencies lie within
the laser spectrum. This plays an important role regarding
which vibrational coherences are detected in 2D-ES experiments. The coherence pathways with all interactions
wholly within the laser spectrum of experiment 2 are
represented in Figs 4(a) and 4(b). The surprising result
is not only that the remaining oscillatory peaks are diagonal
for nonrephasing and off-diagonal for rephasing, but also
that the frequency sign of the oscillation is the same as that
expected for a purely electronic coherence (see Fig. S11
[26]). The experimental result in Figs 4(c)–4(f) confirms
this forecast. Therefore, in a typical realization of a 2D
study in the visible region, a vibrational mode coupled to
an electronic transition may generate the same pattern of

oscillatory features as an electronic coherence, leading to a
potentially misleading interpretation.
The key issue is that a spectrum like that of experiment 1,
covering a vibrational quantum on both sides of the main
absorption, is often unattainable in practice, so only a
spectrum similar to experiment 2 is used. Having understood the role of the laser spectrum allows us to go one step
further and consider a new experiment, using a redshifted
laser spectrum that covers the transitions between jg0 i
and je0 i, and between je0 i and jg1 i, but fails to cover the
transition between jg0 i and je1 i. This means that the
vibronic peak in the linear absorption is not covered,
and therefore no coherences in the electronic excited state
can be prepared (as an excitation to je1 i would be required).
Nonetheless, systematic analysis shows that two coherence
pathways in the ground state remain: one nonrephasing,
analogous to that represented in Fig. 3(b) as a red triangle
at ν~ 1 ¼ ν~ 3 ¼ 15650 cm−1 , and one rephasing, analogous
to the green triangle at ν~ 1 ¼ 15650 cm−1 and ν~ 3 ¼
15275 cm−1 in Fig. 3(a) (see Fig. S9 [26]).
To test this, we note that the porphyrin monomer is known
to have a vibrational mode at 1340 cm−1 coupled to Qx ,
which for experiment 1 falls exactly in this regime: the
vibronic peak in the linear absorption is at 16990 cm−1 [32],
where there is no laser intensity, but intensity is available at
ν~ 3 ¼ 15650 − 1340 cm−1 ¼ 14310 cm−1 . Figure 5 shows the
rephasing oscillation amplitude map at ν~ 2 ¼ þ1340 cm−1
with the scale zoomed around ν~ 3 ¼ 14310 cm−1 , and a peak
is indeed detected. Figures 5(b) and 5(c) show the time and
frequency domain data at this coordinate, confirming the
expected oscillation. We emphasize that the rephasing
amplitude of this oscillation is smaller than 0.4% of the
maximum signal, but can still be resolved because it is a
cross peak in a mostly background free region. In the
nonrephasing diagonal, where the other pathway is expected,
the signal to noise ratio of our measurement was insufficient
to detect this oscillation.
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In conclusion, the present results deepen the understanding on how to detect and interpret coherent oscillations in 2D-ES measurements, highlighting the fact that
for complex energy level structures, the laser spectrum
plays a crucial and nontrivial role regarding the oscillations
detected. We have demonstrated that a redshifted laser
spectrum can be used to selectively prepare coherences in
the ground state, thus complementing experiments where
the spectrum causes the ambiguity we reported. The effect
of the laser spectrum on coherences has been recently
discussed in the literature, but the filtering effect was not
discussed [48]. The selection of specific pathways through
two-color experiments has also been described [49–51],
but the concept that some vibronic signatures may be
missing in one-color experiments, as described here, was
previously only briefly noted by Butkus et al. [52].
Recently, there have been efforts to model excitonic
systems with the inclusion of vibrational coupling, giving
rise to more complex energy level structures [53], which
were experimentally verified in an artificial light harvesting
complex whose structure proved especially convenient for
rigorous polarization experiments [54]. For the study of
other complex systems, our results demonstrate that explicit
inclusion of the laser spectrum is essential for rigorous
design and interpretation of 2D-ES experiments, and show
how the laser spectrum can be used as a tool to fully
benchmark ground-state coherences.
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